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TECHI_ICAL _E_.0RA/;DU;._ _:TO. 515 ,:. _;::

By Adolf Rohrbach ..... :

I wish first to th_nk the W.G.L. (_issenschaftliche

Gesellschaft f_r Luftfa_irt) for inviting me to speak on

the problems of light construction.

At first I did not know just what ith!s'subject Was

intended to cover but, after correspondi,ng with me_ibers of

the lecture committee _ of the W.G.L., I deci&_sd to discuss

princi>ally material and production probleis'.ivl :

Lecturing on these practical questions is .a little

difficult for me as the representative of e_n air:?l_.ne-

construction firm, since my knowledge is naturally one-

sided and, being still at the beginning of the dovolop_ont

of airplane construction, it is :_ot yet easy to formulate

general prin_ciPle s.

Since I_ c'_nnot therefore glve a comprehensive and _,c-

curate description of the ;uethods of production of wood

and metal airplanes e:_ployod in foreign countries ,_nd by

other German firus, I will simply present my own views,

hoping that just this one-sidedness will call forth a

fruitful discussion and corresponding contributions from

the re_bresentatives of other firms regarding other meth-
o&s of construction.

The many conditions which must be s_tisfiod in the

construction of an airblano, fall into two principal

groups, namely, conditions of construction and of use.

r

The most Important conditions of use _re, e.g., all

the factors affecting the porform_ncos, such as structural

s_fety, One or more wingS, One or more onglnos, aspect
ratio fl _• , i_nt characteristics, arrangement of seats, land-

ing gee.r, floating stability (of seaplanes), bulkhes.ds,

strength of bottom stiffeners, Protection against corro"

sion, etc, . .:,.:.::

•"z'l : '_ _.
• "Entwurf und Aufgaben &es Leichtbaues," _rop. Yearooox of
the Wissenschaftliche Gosel!schaft f_'IrLuftfahrt, Dec.,..:.

192,8, -.pp., 84-78. " . _.:.-_.: --, . . , ... '" "
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0thor conditions are equally important as regards
both production and use, such as the choice of wood or

metal, durolunin or stool, metal or fabric covering, roc-
tom.gular or to.poring wings.

The predominant constructional condition is the shape

of the individual parts, such as the fittings, wing ribs,

transverse fro_nes of the fuselage, interior wing structure,
junctions and points of separation between the different
parts.

Knowledge regarding the conditions of use and the

best ways to meet them is much further advanced than re-

garding the Conditions of production. This is due to the

fact that existing airplanes are quite perfect in most

cases and are compared by fairly disinterested persons.

Airplane structures can therefore be rather quickly adapt-
ed to their conditions of use from the data thus obtained.
By this adaptation to the conditions which are alike for

all airplanes, different firms arrlvo at very similar so-

lutions in a comparatively short time. I will mention

only the different single-engine commercial airplanes hnd

the smaller combat airplanes. The final solutions, and

consequently the similarity of different structure.1 parts,

are roached sooner on small airplanes thegn on largo ones,

because the problems are simpler o.nd because the greater

number of small airplanes in use enables the more rapid
accumulation of the requisite data,

For the contrary reason the development of large air-
planes proceeds much more slowly, and hence they still ex-

hibit a groat variety of arrangements of the wings, power

plants, landing gears and, in fact, of all parts. A

fairly standard type of large airplane will probably be
developed, however, within a few years.

Questions of form and material, which principally con-

cern the conditions of production, will require the long-
est time for their best solution so that airplanes from

different firms will become more or loss simil_r, as is al-

_ r_dy the case with automobiles, A bettor or poorer solu-

tion of production problems i s expressed essentially _nly
in the price of the _oroduct. This difference is ofte_ due

much more to political or financial conditions than to

technical ones, B2_ way of illustration, I will only re-

mind _o u of-the fact that the aver_ge_pay _fo,r-a-ca-pabl-e--

locksmith, expressed in gold marks, differs greatly in dif-

ferent localities, often amounting to 100% and sometimes
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to 400%, as shown by the following figures: Berlin, 1.25
gold _ •mar_s, Stuttgart, 0,98; Copenhagen, 1.70; Italy,
0.40; England, 1_35. _

Political influences may _ffect the cost of produc-
tion similarly to the above-mentioned differences in
wages. In this connection your attention is called to the
position of the French firms, some of which manufacture
on a very large scale, and to most of the German a_d many
,of the English firms, which now make only single airplanes
or very small series.

In the course of time, however, the rates of exchange
and the wage levels of the different countries will ap-
proach one another near enough so that the production
costs will be everywhere approximately the same, provided
the _different cfficienclos of the individual workmen, as
also the different taxes, special levies, duties, etc.,
arc considered. _

The W.G.L. has hitherto devoted itself almost exclu-
sively to aerodynamic or strength problems. _ In this re"
sDect , we have'already made so much progress that a re-
duction of 10% in,the drag or in the weight of an airplane
represents a r@markable improvement.

As regards production problems, however, we have made
so little progress that differences of 100% or more in the
production time are almost the rule for airplanes which,
at first glance are seemingly similar and which, moreover,
seem equally well adapted to their purpose.

As a scientific society, the W.G.L. can take no di-
rect interest in the costs as such, but only in so far as
they determine the _llmits for the application of scien-
tific data with respect to the greatest possible fulfill-
ment of purposes and practical development in particular
directions, in which applied science must precede in 0r-
der-toassist in solving the aerodynamic and strength
problems involved. This influence of the production prob-
lems has always been present, but in the future it will be
iucreasingly decisive for the success of certain d@signs,
because they will differ so little in their suitability
for a given purpose, but probably very much at flrst in
their production _costs_ . "_ ...... , ....

I will new discuss briefly a few q_estions wh!c!l af-
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feet the conditions of production and use, and then show,

by illustrations from our own factory, how the production
costs depend on suitable methods 'of construction and other
conditions.

Wood or )_etal?

I think it can now be said that this problem has been

definitely decided in favor of m@tal' for large airplanes.
Large airplanes are still being made of wood in some coun-

tries, but probably only because the particular firms can-

not be transformed quickly enough and are not given by

their governments the opportunity to do so by the with-

drawal of orders. The English air ministry has already

announced that, after a transition period of two to throe

years, it will place orders for only metal airplanes.

Even for small airplanes the Use of metal construc-

tion, in my opinion, will continually incre_ase, but will
require more .time for its development. The reason for

this lies in the fact _hat the construction o_f a metal

airplane requires considerably more experimental data, as

also, due to the multiplicity of parts, more preliminary

drafting and mathematical work than a wood airplane. The

cost of such preliminary work increases relatively slowly

with the size of the airplane and therefore represents a

smaller share of the cost of a large airplane than of a

small one. Quantity production of small airplanes would

so reduce the ratio of the preliminary work as to render
"the use of metal profitable for them also. This must be

on quite a large scile, however, for the cost of the spe-

cial apparatus for quantity production (including the ex-
pense of testing the same) must be added to the cost of

the preliminary experimentation and designing. On the

contrary, considoro.bly more primitive and relatively

cheaper apparatus suff_ico for the smaller number of large

airplanes. AS soon, however, as a mark0t is found for a

large number of small metal airplanes, the wood airplane
will be a thing of the past, since in this event, it will

o.lways be more expensive than _ho corresponding metal air-

p l an o. •

I will not enter i_to any detailed discus sion of the

compo.rativo weight of wood and metal airplanes. I con-
sider it settled that metal has the advante_gs oven in this

respect, although a strict comparison can seldom be made,
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because a good metal airplane generally differs as a whole
or in its exterior dimensions from the corresponding wood
airplane, so that a skeptic can have doubts as to whether
the better performance of the metal _irplane is not ascrib-
able to the more favorable dimensions or to the bettor
weight ratio.

Duralu_in or Stool?

Corresponding to the specific weights of duralumin
and steob, tension members made of the latter are first
equivalent to duralumin _:iombors of the same _0ight at a
tensile strongtli of ll0 kg/mm_ (156,460 lb./sq.in.).

Different duralumin parts are generaiiy joined by
duralumin rivets of the seane strength, so that such ju%_c-
tions involve only the we_cening of the rivets. In this
respect steel construction is less f avor_ble because t_ero
are no rivets of ll0 kg/z_m_ t_nsile strength, but ordina-
rily" of only 30-40 kg/mI__ (42,870 to 56,890 lb./sq.in.) °
Hence relatively many rivets must be used to jolnsuch
stool 5_,rts and, in order to provide sufflcicnt .rivet area,
more for stool than for duralumin. If the cross section
of the steel i_ezbor is to be fully utilized, there T_ust
be an enlargement of the rivet field at the junctio_n place
in order to _rovido space for all the rivets, whichLin _
turn denotes a similar loss in weight. In order therefore
to preserve the equal weight of the whole stool structure,
t_lo steel would need to have a strength ofl about 130 kg/
m_2 (185,000 lb./sq.ino) with respect to this loss.• Since
the tools are not sufficiently stronger than such hard
structural steel, much time would be required for the work,
which would be accompanied by great wearing of the tools.

}_oreover ' t_e cross sections of such steel members are
very small,, and they must therefore be made in the form
of hollow sections or profiles with respect to an adequate
ineb_ia _moment, the result being a very thin wall, Such
profiles r_ust generally bo strengthened by all possible
kinds of longitudinal corrugations, in order to prevent
local buckling. Such profiles are very difficult to join
together and could never be used in practical machines.

Since the hollow _enbers mostly consist of several
parts joined by lo_gitudinal rows of rivets, another dif-
ficulty in connection with the joining is occasioned by
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the fact that _ho rivets in the vicinity of the Junctions
must be removed by drilling or must be hammered down, and
their distribution is often unsuited to the other dimen-
sions of the gusset plates.

In order to avoid the constructional difficulties of
light steel structures, less strength is often tolerated.
For example, the flanges of the Dornier spars, so far as
I know, are  ade from stool of 70-80 (99,56O to
i13,780 ib./sq.in.) strength.

In order to avoid the loss in weight occurring at the

junction points in using steel of loss strength, Dornior
uGos duralumim for these parts. In so doing, he sacri-

fices to a considerable extent, however, the advantage he

claims for the great resistance of stool to fatigue, which

here concerns only the spar flanges, while the spar itself
is just as liable to break from the failure of the diag-

onal or perpendicular bracing members, As a matter of

fact, I consider steel and duralumin equivalent with re-

epect to fatigue, for the so-called "fatigue" is nothing

but a matter of ultimate yielding, after the frequent

stressing of the material beyond the proportionality limit,

;_atorial of 35-40 kS/ram 2 (49,780 to 56,890 !b./sq.in.)

is used for welded tubular construction, whereby the weight

loss in comparison with duralumin is partially offset by

the almost total elimination of othez junction-point losses.

In comparison with eteel, duralumin has the advantages

of gr,eater wall thickness, simpler forms and greater rapid-

ity of working.

I do not care to speak now of the other light metals,

such as lautal, which has given very good results in tech-

nical tests, but is not yet furnished in suitable form for

manufacturing, or "skleron," which is too hard.

Elektron is too sensitive to water to be used for im-

portant airplane parts, but can well be used for small

fittings, lightly stressed levers, etc,-

2
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0pen or ClosQd Profiles? :

Open sections or profiles are made by passing strips

of shoot metal between suitably shaped rollers. In pre-

paring small quo_ntitios for experimental purposes (up to

several hundred :_:otors), it is cheaper to use a drawplat_,

thus saving expense for tools and apparatus.

Closed sections or profiles are about 20% more ex-

pensive than open ones, since they must consist of o.t

least two open profiles with longitudinal riveting. Even

duralumin tubes are considerably more expensive (40-60%)

than duralumin profiles, because they are relatively brit-
tle and, between the drawing oper:_tions, must be repeatedly

annealed in salt baths, _hich are likewise very ex;_enslve

on account of the great heat consumption, i_any duralumin

tubes must be heated 30-40 times during the course of

their production.

The junctions of closed profiles are often heavier and

more expensive thanthe junctions of open profiles with

gusset plates. As compression struts, closed profiles are

generally lighter than open profiles. This advantage is

often nullified, however, by the greater weigh_ of the

junctions. In our airplanes, therefore, we have increas-

ingly restricted the use of closed profiles. 0pen pro-

files can also be more readily protected against corrosion

than closed ones, the inside of which can neither be in-

spected nor painted.

The danger of corrosion is of especial importance

for seaplanes, on which, for the s:_me reason, all duralu-

min parts must be painted before being riveted together.

In order to effect a still further improvement, we have
recently _dopted measures to m_ke all spaces between the

profiles and adjaoent parts so tight that water cannot get
between any strua_t_ral parts, but can only wet their ex-

; terior surfaces and eFap0rate without doing any harm. In

p_rticuls.r, every closed profile on a seaplane constitutes

a corrosion risk, chiefly, of course, in the parts con-

stan_ly in contact with _he water. Even in the most care-

ful construction, it is difficult to prevent the water
from getting between the n:etal shoots and the closed pro-

files. Even if this is prevpnted :on the new seaplanes,
the parts will surely be sprung in use, so that water can
get in and cause corrosion without being noticed at first.
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Metal or Fabric Covering?

The fabric covering of wings must be renewed once in
six months to two years according to the climate. On the
occasion of such renewal, the inner structure can be in-
spected and, if necessary, again put in order. Accordin@
to the Luft Hansa (a Garman air traffic Company), renew-
ing the fabric covering of a w_ng costs 20-25 marks per m_
(fifty to sixty cents per square foot). For our commer-
cial airplane Re VIII with its 88 m2 of wing area th_ cost
would therefore be nearly 2000 marks ($500). If VO assume
a life of six year-s for the airplane and eight renewals
of the _covering during this period, the cost would amount
to about 16,000 marks ($4000) or _.bout 10% of the cost of
the alrplano.

On the other hand, the lifo of the metal covering is
unlimited, the covering is heavier (2-4% of the empty
weight of the airplane), and its cost greater (2-4}3 of the
cost of the cell). The metal covering generally has the
sa_e disadvantage as the fabric coverlng, that it renders
the inside of the wing inaccessible.

In my opinion the metal covering is practical only
when the iwing is so made that the inside is rendered ac-
cessible by the simple unscrewing of a portion of the
wing without further cost and without greatly disturbing
the out0r covering. Aerodynamically the metal covering
seems to be just as good as one of fabric, since the bulges
and rivets are all in the boundary layer and therefore not
exposed to the full air flow_ We are about to institute
a systematic investigation of these questions, concerning
which no report can be made, however, until we have ob-
tained considerable data.

When the wing is made so it can be taken apart, the
greater cost of the metal covering will be offset, on th0
on_ hand, by its greater durability and, on the other hand,
by th_ ease of inspecting the inner wing structure.

My general conclusion regarding the fo_r above'treated
problems, as you doubtless already anticipate, is that
large airplanes Can best be made chiefly from smooth dural-
umin sheets and strips, i.e., from the cheapest form of
this metal.
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Where the material has to be profiled for the obten-

tion of greater buckling strength, the profiles should be

open. From thls there results a type of construction sim-

ilar to that of a ship, with a supporting covering, and

the necessity of making the wing and tail of separate riv-

eted parts assembled by screws and bolts.

T'_e suit:_ble location of the junctions greatly affects

the Cost of production. Formerly we screwed the wing spars

to the stubs projecting from the fuselage. _e then con-

structod a triple wing girder, the middle piece of which

was secured by screws in a recess in the top of the fuse-

lage and to _hich, moreover, both the other pieces were

screwed. Subsequently we screwed the middle section of
the throe-part wing to the top of the fuselage and joined

the outer wing spars to it _s before. In later alrplauos

we returned to the former method of joining the wings

to th_ stubs projecting from the fuselage. Fittings of

high-resistance stool were used at the junctions.

Despite the fact that chrome-nickel stool has quite

a high electric tension as compared with duralumin, corro-

sion in those junctions can be entirely prevented by care-
fully p_inting the steel fittings with ocher, so that no

water can get into the joints. _ ....

Although I consider the constructional method intro-

duced by us, with smooth metal sheets and open profi_es,
as the simplest; I do not wish to be understood as not

recognizing the advantages of wood airplanes or steel-tubing

fuselages for special purposes. I regard all these oth0r

constructional methods, however, only a_ convenient transi-

tional methods, which sooner or later will be gradually

replaced by the simpler duralumin construction.

After these more general remarks, I will now try, by

means of a few examples, to give you an idea of how we are

endeavoring to reduce the cost of production. The facto-

ry can 0Perate economically only when the material and all

workin_/_nStructi0ns are carefully prepared. This beans

the presence bf absolutely _c0mplete wor_-Ing drawings and

lists of parts, ./ : _! .......

The working drawings mdst Covor not only the princi-

pal parts, such as the wings and fuselage, but also all
small parts, such as control rods, engine governor, in-

strument arrangomo_It, floor supports, etc. Even/the points
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of attachment of all these parts are indicated in the cor-

responding drawings, so that arrangements can be made for
them in the construction of these parts. The working draw-

ings represent every part and every rivet down to the small-
est detail. Our flying beat Re III has about 1800 draw-

ings and 700 lists of parts.

In order to simplify and accelerate the execution of

the working drawings, they are un&ertaken only after ade-

quatu preparation. A complete project is first worked

out in all its details, and all aerodynamic and strength

calculations are made in special sections of the construc-

tion" office, so that the individual constructor has little

to do with those problems, but is supplied with _ll the
materials in suitable form and dimensions.

The drawings now ready for the first airplane of a

new type are so complete that a series of twenty could be
built, without _ any further _rafting work, from the same

drawings and lists of parts.

- Of course all the drawings must be clear in their man-

ner of presentation, so that less time will be lost in the

factory in interpreting them. On the basis of the draw-

Ings and lists of parts, the factory undertakes the task

-of production and causes to be collected in a special room
,the requisite materiai for its execution, which it is en-

deavored tiO,'shorten by simple devices.

I believe an especial advantage of this method of con-

struction with smooth metal sheets and open profiles, as

well as of the divisibility of the wings, is the cheapness

of the factory equipment. This cheapness has, on the one
hand, the technical advantage that the production of a now

type need not be long delayed by waiting for the equip-
ment and, on the other hand, the financial advantage that

not much capital is tied up in the equipment. Consequent-

ly, the cost of the equipment does not constitute an ob-

stacle to progress, as is the case in other more expensive
methods, where one hesitates to consign the expensive

equipment to the scrap heap. Just as the smaller equip-

ment cost is important for the rapid development of new

typos, it _is likewise important for a prompt increase in

the output in case of need.
f

• 0n the other hand, it is often argued in favor of a

Complicated constructional system that, though it i_g not
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suited to small-scale production, it may be very econom-
Ical in mass production. In mass production it is, of
course, obvious that even expensive equipment may not ul-
timately greatly increase the cost of the individual air-
plane. Of course cheaper equipment would still further
reduce this cost. Moreover, even an article in mass pro-
duction can be superseded by better types, thus causing
the loss of much cs,pltal through the scrappi_g of the ex-
pensive equlp_Jent while, in the contrary case, conversion
of the factory would be greatly facilitated. Obviously
the equipment for making a given t_q0o of airlolano would
always be more extensive and complete, the larger the
series to be produced° The difference in cost between the
equipment required for an airplane of simple design and
one of more elaborate design will therefore always be rel-
atively the same.., .', _.

In individual construction, all the transverse frames,

ribs, fittings, etc., are tested separately, in order that

any defects moj not be first discovered in assembling,

when they would cause loss of time, or eve_ later in the

finished airplane, where they might do still more harm.

The assembling is greatly accelerated by having all connec-

tions, bearings for the condT_its, control rods, instruments

and all the parts ready in advance. By such methods we

hc_vc offoctod a saving of 30-50% in time.

All orders e_ro :calculated by a practical system and

their correspondin_ production times compared, Th_Is a rec-

ord is obtained of the work expended on the airplane it-

self and also of the "unproductive" work expended on the

factory oqL!ipmento In like manner a record is kept of the
time spent in the preparation of the working drawings.

Th_l,_ all time-robblng methods were tested[ and in many in&

stances wore greatly simplified _. .......

All changes in design are immediately introduced into

the drawings. In order that this may not be overlooked,

the boa@. of the workroom calls attention in writing to all

corrections and changes, which mr%st then be made in the

drafting room. k complete set of the drawings and lists

of parts is filed for every airplane, So that, in connec-

tion witk any subsequent exporiences of this airplane, it

is always possible to tell just how any given part was
m a,'_le. " ......

@he whole system of cooperation between the drafting,
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construction, and mathematical departments is naturally
being gradually improved _md extended on the basis of our
experience. An oxhaustiv 6 &escription of it would take
several hours. .

i will now describe briefly a few illustrations of

what I have already said.

Figure I is a comparison of the time Consumed in the

manufacture of _six consecutive so&plan0S of the same type,
Re III. The numbers do not denote the actual number of

hours, _ but only the relative number, 100 being ad0ptod for

the first one of the series, i,ioroovor, this was not the

first seaplane of this type to be built, but was built con-
siderably later, after the type as such had become fully

stabilized, The number 80 at the right of the figure in-

dicates the approximate result we would expect to obtain
were we to begin the work over again to.day. In order to

shorten the working time, as already mentioned, the vari-

ous individual working tines are determined and compared

with one another, with a view to ascertaining where fur-

ther economies are possible.

Table I shows the relative working times for the proc-

esses involved in the construction of one of our wing gird-

ers. (Figure 2.) In 'order to be able to compare the con"
struction times of the wing girders a and b, which are

of different sizes, they are referred to the same wei__t.

The wing girder a belongs to an outer wing section of

the seaplane Re III, while the wing girder b belongs to

an outer wing section of our throe'engine commercial air-

plane,

Table Io

Kind of work

Working Times for Wing Girders

Airplane
a

a) Production of all parts without

riveting

b) Assembli_g and riveting all trans-
verse walls

;;':Assembling and riveting all lon-

'"-'--__gitudinalwall s,

-: .Assembiing_and 'riveting upper

•flkn_e-

Assembling an& riveting lower

flange
To t'_l

5

13

28

Airplane
b

27%

5

8

3O

25 30

.
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When roforre_, to equal weight, somewhat loss than 60%

of the working time used for the wing girder a was re-

quired for the wing gizd.or b of the commercial airplane.

This improvement extended to all parts of the wing glrdor,
since the shares of the different working times wore ap-

proximately equal for the girde.rs a and b, .-.

The greatest saving waS..probably in the assembling "

and riveting of the longitudinal walls, whereby-working

times in the ratio of 13/8 were attained. This improve-

ment was effectod, in the first place, by _a, simple stamp-

ing process, by which the ed..es of the openings in the lou-

gitudinal walls, corresponding to a templata, were wo.rk.ed

out by a stamping tool, and in the second place by machine

• riveting. (Figures 3 and 4,) ....

•Figure 5.shows the longitudinal wall of a wing girder

in _hich the diagonals are reinforced by riveted sections

or profiles instead of by bending out the edges of the

openings. The present method of bending out the edges of

the openings according to a.templste is considerably more

practical, however. ........ .....................

Table !I. gives the relative working times .for the pro-

duction of the whole wing, whose girders formed th_ basis

of Table I.

Table II. Working Times for the Wings

Kind of work

l_aking wing _irder I
" loading-edge "formers I

end-rlb formers i

" aileron " I
I!

" ailerons

" wing cap

Assembling wing

Total

I
I
I

I

I Airplane Airplane bI

I0

7

i0

18

4

100%

L-"i' 5j
II

7-

6

"
.... >..

4

: 100%
• -, . .

If the_'rorking time for the whole wing is referred to

equal weight, the saving for wing b, as compared With

wing a, is only 3.1,5% against40% for the girder alone.

This is. becau_qe the rounded wing:tips, which we here made

for the first time, are quite expensive. The time required

for as_emioling_.the wing is quite small; much smaller, in

fact, than _he saving made in the in,divi,dua! parts, d.ue to
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their easy accessibility from all sides.

Figure 6 shows that much working time can be saved by
Practical workroom measures alone, even without structural
improvements and without increasing the scale of produc-
tion. The here diagrammatically represented leading-edge
formers and end-rib formers before the ailerons belong to
both airplanes, like the previously considered wings and
wing parts.

Conversely, Figure 7 shows how the working time for
the production of rudders was shortened by purely struc-
tural methods.

Table III shows how the Working times for the construc-
tion of a certain transverse frame were reduced by a com-
bination of structural and workroom methods. (Fig. 8.)

Table III. Working Times for Making a Transverse
Frame in a Throe-Year Development

_0rking times referred to equal weights

129 "
,I 120 I,
" I 02 "

98
42
41
28

The working times are again referred to equal weight,
as ! am not allowed to give the actual working times. The
comparison is correct, however, in that it concerns the
same transverse frame and the weight of this frame on the
different airplanes remains the same, despite the varia-
tions in structure. It therefore concerns almost exclu-
sively the rapidity of construction.

In the original transverse frame of the first airplane
the profiles were joined by gussets i_ two planes, which
requited very complex dollies for riveting. For this rea-
son the struotural method was changed, so that only one
gusset was used between the profiles. Nevertheless, the
working time increased, since the workroom was very busy
and many inexperienced workmenl had to be employed.

Thel frame was then somewhat further simplifie& in
small details and, beginning with airplane f. piecework
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was introduced with the result that the working times were
im_ugdi_tely reduced more than one-half. The improvement
from g to h was then effected by a structural change
which, unfortunately, I ca_IDot yet describe for reasons
connected with its patentinl.

Similar exe2ples could be mentioned in any desired
number. For exemple, the working time for the production
of externe_lly similar floats was re&uced 40% by the sim-
plification of the frame and a practical method for the
main fastoninE, i

I think there is no need of further examples to show
how groat savings in working time c_n yet be made. I a_u
confident that, oven without very largo-scale production,
lorovidqd: we obtain enough orders to maintain the factory
personnel at the present number of several hundred, in a
ye_r or two we can attain working times of less than half
the present fairly short ones° I_lets_l airplanes, even when
made on a small scale, will then cost considerably less
than wooden ones do now.

fin the W_G_L. lectures, prob!erAs _re discussed from
all standpoints and possibilities, as to how performs_nce
can be incre_sed per unit wei_ht of the s,irplane or per

.... unit weight of fuel, etc. Therefore, I wish to thank
the _S.G.L. for this opportunity to discuss the possibili-
tie, s_ of an hour of human work, which is, after all, our
most valuable asset.

0omments

E_!tLiA_ger Spi_c_el.- Dr'. Rohrbach_s address is espe-
cially, welcome, because it introduces pure production
problems into the circle of those previously discussed
before the W.G,L., Even though, as the speaker remarked,
such questions have little to do with pure science, they
still stand in mutual relations with the latter. Science,
on the one hand, assigns cortnin tasks to the producer
_hilo, on the other hand, prod_ction problems often afford
the incentive to now scientific rosoarchos.

It would therefore be very desirable in Suture to
have such questions often discussecl before the _I.G.L., and
thus develop .:%livelz exchange of ideas between the dif-
ferent producers. How a_vantageous such an exchange of
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ideas and experiences may be for the development of a par-
ticular industry has boon well exemplified in America.

Just at the present time, when more firms are ever
turning to light-metal construction, tremendous amounts
of money and energy could be saved _, if each firm did not
have to start anew with the initial researches and over-
come all the primary difficulties by itself; only to ar-
rive ultimately at the smue results already obtained by
otherS. Of course there should be perfect mutual cooper-
ation, and no firm should refrain from participation for
ostensible competitive interests.

Such an exchange of ideas might take the form of an
agreement by which, for the solution of especially diffi-
cult problems, a definite task would be underta_en by each
firm entering into the agreement. On this plan, systematic
investigations might be made of such problems as the tor-
sional resistance of composite cross sections, buckling
resistance of compression members, conservation media, etc.
With the advice and cooperation of the D.VoL. (Deutsche
Versuchsanstalt f_r Luftfahrt) veT_ useful work could thus
be done, despite the generally limited means available for
the further development of German aircraft.

As regards Dr. Rohrbach's address, I wish first to re-
mark that, in my opinion_ the use of wood in airplane con-
struction is still justified for many purposes and will
be continued. Especially in light airplane construction,
where the rapid development of new types is often involved,
wood is the most suitable material. Without time-consum-
ing preliminary work in the construction bureau and with
the help of very simple tools, wood enables the construc-
tion of a new airplane in a fraction of the time required
for an all-metal (especially light-metal) airplane.

However, if a certain type is to be made in large uum-
bets, the case is then quite different, and metal congtruc-
tion may be preferable on account of its special advantages.

Wood is also more suitable f0r small airplanes, be-
cause the dimensioning and correct shaping of small metal
parts is very difficult if, for the obtention of t-_e requi-
site local rigidity, a great increase in the weight is un-
desirable, in contrast with wood whose dimensions can be
easily controlled,
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These difficulties do not exist for large airplanes,

where there is generally an abttndance of time at one's

disposal and w11ere the cost of t_e first airplane is not
generc_lly so important, so that wood is eliminated,

As regards t4_e relative merits of steel and light

metal, I wish to call attention to the fact that, in vari-

ous cases for the dimensioning of certain parts, not the
strength but the stiffness is the determining factor. For

example, in heavily loaded cantilever monoplane wings,

torsion corrugations for ailerons, etc., the ratio

modu].us of clasticit_r or shear is determinative for the
specific weight _.

behavior of the various metals with respect to stiffness.

This ratio: is approximately the same for steel and
light metal, whereby i t must, however, be remembered that

the modulus of elasticity always has approximately the

same value of 2,150,000 for nearly all kinds of steel,

even tl_ose of less strength, Hence if one is Compelled,

for: the se!_e of rigidity, to make a part larger than w'ould

be necessary for strength alone, a poorer quality of steel
of 50-60 Izg/mm 2 (Tl,l!8 to 85,340 lb./sq.in.)can safely

be _-_sod, without making the part heavier than light metal,

with the advantage of being considerably cheaper.

... As regards the e._vantages and disadvantages of open

and closed profiles, ! agree entirely with the spoa/_er.

It cc.nn,ot be denied , however, that for very large airplanes,
duo to the given structural possibilities, the closed pro-

file, ospecia!ly in the _orm of tubes, may have decided

adv_.nt_.:i.es, when it, is possible to avoid the disadv_.nta_ues

otherwise inherent in the closed profile. This can be

easily accomplished by special constructional devices.

The chief advantages of a tube over a combination of two

open profiles are:

1. Greatest utilization of the cross section, es[ipe-

cially for heavily stressed compression struts;

2j. Elilmination o_ t._e lon_.;_._udlnal seam;

-_ .%3.. Co_venient wor!_ability and hence gra_u,.,l adapta-

bility of the cross section to the generated forces

by simloly screwing one Section over az_other;

4. The butt joints can be :_ade with simple screw
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connections which require only a fraction of the

welo_it of the riveted strips used to join the combi-
nation of profiles.

Furthermore, if all drilling of the_ tubes is avoided

by a suiEable form of junction, it is easily possible to
make such a tubular girder so tight that no water can get

inside, even when the tube is distorted. Horeover, it is

al_ays possible to protect the inside of the tubes by pour-

ing some conserving liquid through them before using. An

exa_nple of this method of construction is the Rumpler trans-
oceanic airplane.

Very advantageous for the use of tubes with large

cross sections is the fact that, in the aluminum industry,
endeavors are being made to increase considerably the max-

imum weight of one-piece parts made from high-strength ma-

terials. Hitherto, this weight was only 25-30 kg (55-86
lb.), so that very frequent joints were required for lar<_e

cross sections. An increase in the weight of the part

would mean a saving in the structural weight and amount of
v¢orl< _

Also as re_ards the supporting c0voring, the relations

may change for very largo airplanes. The dimensions of the

covering arc determined chiefly from its resistance to lo-

cal conditions They will therefore be only slightly great
er for very large airplanes than for smaller o_les. While

for the latter the thickness of the covering stands only in
a certain accord with the dimensions of the inner struc-

tural parts and the covering can therefore serve, with

slight reinforcement, as a supporting member, a serious

disproportionateness arises, for large airplanes, between

the dimensions Of the framework and of tD_e covering. The

gain from the application of the covering in such a c_se

would therefore be vanishingly small and would not justi-

fy the weight increase due to the requisite reinforcements.
On the Rumpler seaplane the thichne_ of the walls of the

spar flanges went as high as 2 cm (0.79 in.), while the

covering was only 1-1.5 m_u (0.039-0,059 in.) thick.

I have voiced only a few thoughts suggested• by the

address of Dr. Rohrbach e_nd, in conclusion, I w'sh to ex-

press the hope that, through mutual c_operf_tion, the de-

velopment of our airplane industry may be greatly accel-
erated.
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Di!zectb_i_ut i!er i consider it a Darticularly happy
th6ugllt of the WoG.L. to give one of our r_ost prominent
air_%lane constructors the opportunity to speak at this
ye_.r's _ession On airplane m_terial and production prob-
lems. This subject is esi_ecially appropriate for the pres-
ent time, when our airpl._ne industry, lar_Oly freed from.
the bonds of the London ultimatum, is on the thresl_old of
a new phase of development. As compared with the indus-
tries of other countries, our German _irplan e_industry is
obliged to struggle for existence beca_ise, aside from a
few Si_ort airplanes, it c_n prod_ce only com_erclal aTr-
pl._Lqes, Since it is barred from the mogt important field,
th_.t of military airplanes. It must therefore stake ev-
erything On developing the field remaining to it as tD_or-
O_dghl_y&s possible, a problem which will be solved 0nly
when ib SUcceeds in an over increasing extensi0n of _.ir
traffic and in reducing tke cost so that great numbers of
our peoiSle will be enabied to travel by airplane. _"

The cost of r flying doponds chiefly on throe factors:

fuel cons_.mption, original 'cost of airplane, and aiuort'iL

z_tion. When calculated per passenger for all throe Of

the factors a CbnSiderably loss favorable result is ob-

tained than •for transportation by railroad or automobile.

AirDlano i_ufacturers aud air-traffic companies must
therefore Cooperate to roducu these costs. The fuel prob-

lem _: _JbOh be solved favoro.bly Tot German air traffic

since, _lthough Germany constitutes but a s_Zall part of

the world's fuel market, there is just developing an _d-

vconce of the Pow0rs on the German _._ar_et, which betokens

possibilities regarding its relative importance o.nd which
may again change Gcr_._a_y from an object to _ subject of

world politics. T20 work of the' dye trust in obtaining
liouid fu01s from coal is becoming incroGsingly importaL_t

2.nd nay yet ma2o Germany independent of other countries

for its fuo'l supply and considerably reduce the cost of
the fuel. ........

In %he" second place, the cost of flying depends on the

original cost of the _ircr_ft _nd, t_ough this, also on

the third factor, the 60st Of amortization, Though the

amortization of the engin@ is a more important factor than

that of the cell, the latter constitutes, however, so large
a percentage that any red_ction in its cost must materially

affect the cost of a_ortiz_.tion. Hence, if air traffic is

to be ma3.e che:_per, the _._rpiane :'_indus_try can make a sub-
stantial contribution by reducing the cost of production.

Dr. Rohrbach h_s already:'i_dic_.ted, in his very interest-
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ing address, the savings effect ed by piecework and also in
the case of the last airplan_ of a series of several as
compared with the first one of the series. A still larger
reduction in the cost of production can surely be effect-
ed "_o_making airplanes on a larger scale than heretofore
and by the standardization of materials and individual

Wil a _ aparts, You all know ' _ struggle for existence the

Ger!_an automobile industry had to go through in competi-
tion with American automobiles. That it has succeeded in

imi_r0ving the sales ratio of German cars to American cars
is, aside from the quality of the German cars, principally
due to the standardization, which the German automobile

industry has so vigorously prosecuted for the last two

years, that the original very considerable American load
has alreody been largely abolished and the production cost

of the German cars has boon substantially reduced.

The opinion may be held that airplane construction is
still in such a stage of development that any standardiza-

tion would harmfully• affect the freedom of the construct-
or. Doubtless any such extensive standardization as has

been effected in automobile construction would yet be un-

suited to airplane construction, but there are, however,

many parts and materials for which standardization is very

desirable, such as connections, fittings, instruments,

tubes and wires. As to parts for which no rigid standard-

ization is yet feasible, the preparation of provisional

standardization sheets would be very helpful. In airplane

construction where, of co_.rse, not so many pieces of a kind

are wanted, as in automobile construction, the creation of

apparatus and instruments cannot be profitably carried so
far, because the cost of many of the parts would thereby

be too greatly increased. Hand work must therefore be

done which, however, is zore expensive and not nearly so

good as machine work. By careful investigation many a

part can be found which is the same or Similar on all air-

planes and could be standardized and made much cheaper.

Group manufacturing would enable considerable econo-

mies in lessening transportation costs, simplifying re-
vision, etc. Division into very small units would also

enablc t!_e employment of cheaper labor. Unfortunately the

s_-_.allnu/ber of airplanes to be _ado prevents any exten-

sive introduction of this method.

El_gincer N. Neubort.- In his discussion of the ques-
tion "Duralumin or stcel?" Dr. Rohrbach took as his basis

a comparison of ths tensile strengths Of these •materials
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and _<_ade the condition th_,t for equal weights the steel

must h_.ve a strength of 40 (7.8 : 2.8) = about ll0 kg/-mn 2

(158,459 lb./sq.in.) .

This condition, however, is not fully applicable, be-
cause the choice of a material can never be b_sed on its

.teusi.le stren._tn a!one. At best this co_._.Id be the c_se

for ,Lourely tensile parts, and then only when the latter

,?,.renot combined with other parts which could be affected

by their deformatien, An example will illustre.te this,

A cantilever girder is supported by a rod which is _ pu_-o-

ly to'helen member. On the ass_mptlon that the rod is e.

,u ,_soe_l one with a tonsils strength of 80 kg/mm _ (ll3 788

lb./sq.in.) requiring the area F, s. corresponding rod of

dur&l'uii_ Would require ,_.n area of 2F. On this as sump-

.tion _.nd on the basis of the tens ii!e strengths alone, we

ob _'- (2 xo_In for the steel rod a weight excess of 7.8 :

•2,8) = 1.39 as compared with the duralumin rod, In order,

hovrever, for the girder to receive the s_.me stresses in

both cases, the _eformation of both rods must be the s_mie.

_£euce we must h_.ve F D = (220 : 70) F S = J.!5 ?S (the en-

p_-c_:sion 220 : 70 representing the ratio of the moduli

of cl_:sticity of the m_terlals compared).

Since t_e r_tio of t/_e specific weights is only 7,8 :

_.3 = 2.8, the aluminum rod, on the shove e.ssumptions,

will be heavier: to the amount of Z.15 : 2.8 = 1.12. If,

therofo'_'e, the dure.lu:]in rod should be given only the same

woi{:ht as the steel rod, then under certain conditions, a

co_'rospon,ding excess weight would he_vo to be given the

:_;ir <<cr.

The above statement is likewise e4?plicablc to compres-

sion struts. Such a strut, if it s_.tlsf'.os the Euler

for:ranis, can be made lighter of stool than of duralumin.

Even a girder subjected to bonding stresses, in which some

bond_ng deformation is to be expected, can be made lighter

of steel than of durs.lumln.

In lattice girders the lattices can well be duraiu_L_in,

since tY_e effect of their deformation on th_ total defor-

ma,tion o_ the girder is e_._remely sne,ll (See Schwengler,

"El_sti_it_tstheorie- im ._'senbau"),_ . In an actual .girder

test, the deformation of the lattices w_s found to be onl2z

5% of tl_e total deformation.

A;_ import_.nt f_.ctor in the choice of the materi._.!s is
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also the ratio of the proportionality and elasticity liln-

it to the tensile strength. The longer the material con-

forlus to Hookels law, just so much better will be the

utilization of the naterial. In many countries there is

no;v required a certain breelzing strength of an airplane

expressed as a _.ultiple of its weight. This requirement,

moreover, necessitates exceeding the proportionality limit.

As soon as the _iatorial no longer conforms to Hookels law,

the secondary stresses increase very rapidly, occasioned

bythe no longer computable greater deformations. These

secondary stresses may then cause a premature break of the
structural members. The ratio is here more favorable for

alloyed steel than for duralumin. (Fig. 9.)

Very recently the Dornior-Metallbauton G.n.b.H. (Dor-
nior Liotal Works, Ltd.), in cooperation with one of the

leo.ding German steel works, has instituted a series of ox-

pori_onts with profile and rivet material, which have
given very favorable results.

Even the resistance of the materials to corrosion

cannot be disregarded. As regards corrosion, steel is con-
sidorably better than dur_humin.

2ikowise, oconoizy may be the determining factor in

choosing the material. The cost of eo kilogram of finished

stool construction is only 0.8 of the cost of a kilogram

of plain duralumin, oven taking into consideration the

f_ct that eventual weight and time requirements are neces-

sary for stcol_ Any comparison in this respect can be
made only on the basis of accurate calculations. On intro-

ducing the general expenses, tlio r_tios for duralumin

agohn become more favorable, however, in that the differ-

ences in cost no longer affect the results to so gre,o.t a

degree. The factor of econony will be much more favora-
ble to steel, if a method of duralumin construction is

chosen which leaves a high percentage in trimmings and

waste material° In using duralumin tubes, this ratio is

still more unfavorable to duralumin, since their cost, as
already iuentioned, is about 50% greater than that of du-

ralumin sheets or strips. The longer time required for

steel construction is offset, on the other hand, by the

greater time required for the production of duralumin.

Furthermore, in connection with tile Liatter of rivet-

s_.tel tna_ the rivet-llo_e relationsing, Dr. llohrbach _ .... I

are less favorable for steel t%an for duralumin. This

statement must surely rest on an error since, according to

the speaker, duralumin rivets inade from the same alloy,
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and hence with the ssne tensile strength as the riveted

material, art used, while it has long been custouary in

steel construction to use fron rivets considerably softer

J. _ .% •_na:_ the riveted steel. Consequently, the rivet-hole re-

lations con in no case be loss favorable for steel with

iron rivets than for duralui!_.In with duralumin rivets. Tl!e

relstion is unfavorable, however, for &uraluinln with iron

rivets. As stated by the speaker, the Rohrbach C0iupany

uses steel for spar fittings. It is obviotts that those

steel fittings for duralui_lin can never be" li _nter than

ste_.l fittings for steel, .

I would summarize my conclusions regsrding the'choice

of _aterials as follows, The choice of building materi_ls

can be r:_.ade only from consideration of the given ere,tic

relations, economy and practical experience for each indi-

vi_u_l case. I assume it to be obvious that the whole _:la-

terial problem can relate only to the construction of

hi_hly stressed structural parts. As a matter of experi-

ence it is iznown that tl,e weight of such parts constitutes

,_bout 8% Of the dead load of an airplane aid tile time re-

quired to Construct them, about 7% of the time required to

build the whole airplane.

Fern:or n,_val architect _9_atz.- Dr. Rohrbach spoke on

the a_.estion of airpls_ne i_,aterials. 0n the one hand lie

co upared woo& and metal and, on the other hand, duralumin

a',id steel. His contention is probably correct that the

develo'p;uent of tyle ' airplane will follow the course of de-

velopment of ell other vehicles, cars, ships, etc., fronl

wpod to n.et_l construction. This is duo to the diffic_.lty

of obt_Yning sufficient wood of uniform structure for the

production of any article on a large scale. As to what

the r_etal of the future is to be, there is still a gre_t

divergence of opinion. Dr. Rohrbach colupares steel having

a tensile bre_,_In:_ strength o: over i00 kg/mm _ (142,235

i b. / _so.ii?.) with aluminum alloys h_,vinT a bre_ing strength

of 40 k_/mm2_ (5_,890 Ib./sq.in.). Ti'e _oneral fact that

mete,1 of specifically great strength unfortunately has a

very s_,_D.l elongation, has compelled mechanical engineers

iu zeno, r_l to rofre, in from approaching the upper lir_it of
stl_ _ens_n and to -prefer i..iaterlals with _ relatively great

_on,_9._ion, I recall, for oxe.r;%olo, t:lat steel, with a

st.,'ot_.g,th of' 50-50 ";:S/:i#= .(71,,118 to 85,340 lb./sq.ino) ai*-d

,._n eioii_tion of !0-12:1, 'C,.&n be prod_-',_cod cheaply in _uy

dosir0d, qu_ntit _. i:evert::eless, tliere is used in great

qv:ntities, in the construction of vehicles steel of low
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strength, abou_ 40 kg/mm 2 (56,890 Ib./sq.in.)"with an elon-

gation of 18-20% :. The reason for this tendency in the
choice of materials is that a vehicle is liable to collide

@ith stationary objects _d in such en event it is better

for the girders tG bend instead of brea!zing immediately.

Hence a material is generally dem_.nded with a very great

elongation, which first becomes permanent above 60% of the

breaking strength. For the latter reason, the use of a

few SpoGial high-resistance steels, with excellent strength
and elongation, is rendered difficult, since permanent

elongation be.zins with them at about 30% of the breaking

lo_d. These include, for exa_nple, the V2a steel, which
h2s r¢&ontly become famous.

A similar toL_ency to use metals of somewhat less

strength but greater elongation now seems to De invadin_

tho field of light metals. This tendency is increased by

the fact that the softer materials, like duralumin and

]a_.tal which have brosl_ing strengths of 36-37 kg/m_ _

(51,20C to 52,625 lb./sq.in.), can generally be worked

cold, so that the expensive and troublesome process of _n-
nealing is eliminated and the softer alloys seem to with-

stand corrosion somewhat bettor. _

Especially i_portant is the behavior of those alloys

in sea air and also in sea water for a long time, say

about 1,5 years. While the strength of the material, even

in the unstressed parts, diminished only abe:it 10%, the

elongation diminis}led 60-70% in places, and finally be-
ca_e entirely too small _w..en its initial elongation was

only 10-12%. The corrosion of the material in combination

and its prevention, i.e., the preservation of the individ-

ual parts, m1_t well be determinative t_lerefbre in the

choice of the :_aterial. At present, however, there seems

to be no reliable means of protection for light-metal al-

loys, such as the galvanizing of stool. Opinions differ

regarding the effect of sea water oI_ the various alloys.

On the whole, the sea-water resistivity of duralumin and
lautal is practically the same, while that of the other

alloys is somewhat poorer. In combinations of stool and

light-lueta! alloys the light metal does not _peE, r to be

the endangered part. Accordiug to experiments which have

been verified b_/ the material testin.7 section, the light

al!o3_s _oem to change their role with respect t o iron, ac-

cording to the duration of the experiment, mWhile iron and
steel at first stand higher than the !ight-met_.l alloys in

t)_e electrolyt{c row, a change seems to occur after 24

hours, i.e., in structure_l parts containing both light not-
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al and stool, the light metal is never attacked.

ex_orimental results arc confirmed by experience.

The s e

Although I naturally 2.greo with Dr. Rohrbach that en-

tirely closed profiles do not wear as well in use _s open

ones, a good protective coat inside a closed profile l&sts

better than a like coat on exposed surfaces. Experience

h_s shown that str_ctural parts suffer most where, through

lack of proper care, the protective coat is removBd by

mechanical injuries and fails to be renewed. It seems to

be established that light-met:zl parts require the ,Treatest

attention, even in use.

Dr. Rohrbach's a rgu_onts wore especially interesting

as regards the possibility of reducing the production

costs by suitable equipment. In ceneral, the equipment

increases the so-called unproductive capital. I would be

gr:_teful to the lecturer if he could tell us in what ratio

the sum of the uni_roductive and productive capital is re-

duced by suitable equipment, it might be still more dif-

ficv.lt to answer the second question, as to whether the

cost reduction of a piece is due simply to the familiar-

iz'_tion of the worker with the production method, or in

what proportion it is ascribable to the equipment. I

would mploreci_tto h,_.ving Dr. Rohrbach give us further infor-

mation on this point.

E__!l_.r__eer S__ql!ref..xk.- Thus far nothing hs, s been said to-

day concerninl an importc, nt uetho& of joininc_ steel parts,

:,,e_.uely, by welding.

I have just come from the welding session of the

V,D.T° (Verein De_ttscher ingenieure) in Hamburg, where I

leo_rned how the process of welding is continually mahin!

loro.uress in all fields of mechanical construction. It is

by no r_eans new in airplane construction. (See IT.A.O,A.

Technic_l Hemorand_zm iTo. 453, "Welding in Airplane Con-

struction," by A. Rechtlich and I,_. Schrenk.)

The advantages of welding _re obvious, namely, the

possibility of making the most difficult junctions wit[- a

minimum increase in wei:Tht, especially of joining tubes

in the simy_lest waj ima_cinab!e without increase in weight,

and the economy of this _._ethod.

ii_u_y persons, however, entertain serious doubts as to

tVLe _:.dvisability of weldi:_g in airplane construction. They
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regerd it as unreliable. The strength of tDo weld cannot

be ce_lculated and cannot be tested on the finished piece.

A riveted junction can be calculated by long-established

formulas, though the inside of the rivets cannot be in-

spected and s_ feeling of confidence is instilled only by

their great number. These doubts apply also to shipbuild-

ing, which occupies a position similar to airplane build-

ing, t s regards reliability and safety. In the former,

however, the _Drocess of welding is being incr0asingly em-
ployed.

The _jreat reliability of weidod junctions has long

been demonstrated by innumerable laboratory and practicsl

tests and many years of experience with suitably welded

airplane parts, especially fuselages. Of course, certain

conditions are requisite, such as experienced welders,

suitable materials for welding and allowance, even in the

designing, for the spccial peculiarities of the welding

process. There is urgent need of these conditions, end it

is sccordingly to be expected that the work already begun

in many places will be successful.

Another disadvant_g 0 is the relatively low strength

of t_e _elded junctions, which is about 35-40 kg/mm _ "
(49,780 t6 56,890 lb./sq.in.) for the metals now commonly

used. This does not matter so much in fuselages whore

there are always slender compression struts _Thich bucklc

under oven slight stresses. It is loss satisfactory for

,Ting structures or otho_ parts _hich are subjected to ton-

silo, compressive and banding stresses. Kany endeavors

_ro being made to discover by systematic experimentation

stool olloys with a high tensile strength and yield point

in the anuoalod st_to and v_ith good welding properties.

There is a good prospect of obtaining wolds with a tensile

strength of 60-70 kg/mm a (85,340 to 99,565 lb./sq.in.).

The advantages of welding will then be still greater, es-

pecially for large structures. I may add that the D.V.L,

is giving muci% _ttent!on to this matter.

Engineer Foc'-e.- Referring to Dr. RohrbachTs address,
I shall ende_vor to make, from the stendpoint of wooden-

air olane constr_ction, a comparison of the properties

which result from the peculierities of both materials in
l_ract i cal use_

i. In _n_le_nd, af.ter a-oeriod of transition, only

met_l airplanes are to be ordered by the military autiiori-

ties. It is said, ho_vcver, that tb.is decision is not at
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all due to considerations regarding the suitability of the

material, but that it is simply a question of the diffi-

cultY of obtaining wood in war time, In the event of war,
however, the quicker and cheaPer s_pply of wooden airplanes,

in comparison with the use of metal, would play a decisive

role, si_ce the possible longer life of metal airplanes

wo_L!d be more than offset by their rapid destruction and

by the types becoming obsolete.

2_ The greater cost of a metal airplane cannot be

due alone to the extensive preliminary work of a construc-

tive nature. This is demonstrated by the fact that, in

metal construction, the necessity of further division of

the structure into many small parts directly affects the

workin_g times even in quantity production. For obvious
reo,s_ons Dr. Rohrbach does not give the absolute working

times in metal construction, so that no direct comparison

is ioossible in this reBpect. An approximate idea can be

obtained, however, from the prices of similar airplanes
built on about the same scale, This applies, for example,

to the Junkers K 16 and the Focke-Wulf A 16, the s al_

p'_-ices of which hear approximately t_e ratio of 2 : 1.

. 3, As regards weight, wood construction still has the

advantage, naturally with the fulfillment of the same

strength requirements. Here also we can compare Junkers
K 1S and Focke-'Julf A 16. With the s_ne engine r(75 hp

Siemans) the K 16 carries only one pilot and two passen-

gers and has a correspo_dingly smaller wing area than _the

A l_, which carries one pilot and three passengers at a

somewhat higher speed, Nevertheless, the ratio of the

dead load to the pay load is about the same for both air-

planes _ •

4. One of the fundamental faults which can be imput-

ed to the light metals of to-day, is their fatigability

under varying stresses, though the danger from this phe-

nomenon has al_ays been contested, especially in Germany,

but without any counter-evidence. American and Dutch ex-

periments show that, under some circumstances, the figures
obtained for varying stresses (vibration strength) are on-

ly _0% of those for static loading. Though Dr. Rohrbach

s_ys that fatigue phenomena vere observed only above the

proportionality limit, there always remains the considera-
tion that no absolute definition Of the proportionality

limit ca__. be _lade for a_y material. It has been found
t!_at accurate measurements enable the recognition of very
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small permanent deformations eve_ with very small loads
'and more or less for every material. In testing materi-
als it has therefore been found necessary to establish,
for such permanent elongations, arbitrary minimum limits_
such _s the measure of the elasticity and proportionality
limits, i.e., in other words, any determination of the
proportionality limit, independently of arbitrary assump-
tions is practically impossible. Even from these rela-
tions, it is obvious that the problem of fatigue cannot
be regarded as definitely solved. Experience shows that,
in airplane parts which are exposed to vibrations, unex-
pected breaks, some of them dangerous, repeatedly occur,
as they never occur in the same way with wood.

The physical properties of metals and wood differ fun-
damentally. All metals have a crystalline structure, i.e.,
the material is not homogeneous and its strength character-
istics cannot possibly be uniform as regards the component
particles _. On the contrary, cellulose, the chief con-
stituent of wood, is an amorphous substance. It does not
have, like metals, separatiuag surfaces between adjacent
crystals whose cohesion, always weaker than that of the
rest of the material, can be still further weakened by
mechanical action. In other words, the metal, being of a
crystalline structure, is gradually weakened by the en-
gine vibrations, while the wood, being amorphous, is not
thus affected.

t

5. As regards the corrosion of light metals in com-

parison with the weathering of wood, very few exact and

comprehensive data are yet available. An unprejudlced

judge, however, receives the impression that the corro-

sion of the light metals is as important as the weathering

of wood, at least in our climate, and requires correspond-

ing precautionary measures. Like wood, no metal structure

can last long without a go0d protective covering of paint

or varnish.

" The defect most commonly imputed to wood, namely,

its liability to warp, generally plays a very subordinate
r01e in accurate investigation. Previously it had always

been said, for example, that ordinary wood-and-wire fuse-

lages very easily become distorted. Here acclrate inves-

tigation nearly always shows, however that no changes

have occurred in the length of the wood, but that tile
trohb_e_i_S _-almost always caused by the siac_en_ng of_the
br]ace Wires due to poor terminal fastenings. Aside frof_
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warping, the only other consideration in connection with

_ood is the actual chemical changes or, in other words,

the verious kinds of foulness. Probably every one will
admit, however, th_.t even under the nest unfavorable con-

ditions (out_ide the tropics) any real foulness can be

prevented for decades by suitable protective measures.

For COT_Zo_risou it is not fair to use the still existing

woo_!en airplones from the time of the war, whose protect-
ing co_ts were almost al_vays very inadequate, due to the

hasty .war-time production°

6. _ood, of course, _!w_ys has one other defect,

n_:nely, the lack of uniform strength. This results in a

gre;_.ter _veight than would otherwlse be necessary. This

defect does not signify, however, bece.use _ny welgllt com-

parison still favors wood.

V. Fireproofness is @!ways claimed cs an advantage

of metal. Ex_Derience has sho_n, ho_ever, that the fire

hazards of en _irplane are not determined by the building
m_terial but by the engine fuel. So long as much Inflam-

_}_able fuels must be used, the danger, in case of fire,
will consist in the large saount of fuel on board. The

sin_ltangous b crning of a few wooden parts does not appre-

ciably affect the catastrophe.

8. If the problems of fatigue, corrosion and cost
were all s_tisf_ctorily solved, I would immediately advo-

cate Luetal construction° Furthermore. it cannot be denied

that the preference for metal construction does not rest
slo-_e on technicel grounds° The engineer has a cgrtain

instinctive fear of working with unfamiliar materials.

From the laity, which in tkis case is the flying publtic,
ue often hear such expressions as "_ietal does not go/ h_ash."

It may also be _dded that, with a metal covering, the

al_v_ys necessary_external stiffeners (e.g., corrugations)

have, according to the latest experiments, a very unfav-

orable aerodyn_.luic effect, in that they increase the 8_ag

by retaining the boundary layer of air. Such stiffeners

s.rc practicall_ indispensable, however, with the necessary
thinness of the metal covering. To shift them to the in-

side would involve greet difficulties of a construgtive
n_ture.

I have tried to exolaln briefly _vh7 wood airplanes
arc at least not _'et entirely obsolete and still compare

favorably witk r_etal ones for n_ny uses.
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In conclusion, I Would express my conviction that I

wou! d'_hardly have been able t0 sell a single commercial

airplane, had I been obliged to ask the price of a metal
airplane.

DrL Rohrbach.-I thank tile gentlemen for their inter-

esting remarks which have given us all an abundance of

"suggestions.

As regards _r. Spiegal's remarks, I always consent

gladly to a rather extensive exchange of experience. In

practice, however, this exchange generally fails, due to

the fact that the different firms ho!d different views re-

garding the kegping secret of certain details and thus co-
operation is lacking.

Especially as regards the tubular junction of the

transocean plane, I must say that the sl_etch seems rather

to support my contention (namely, that fundamentally only
open profiles should be used, because everything would

otherwise be too complic&ted) than that of llr. Spiegal.

As regards the objections of Mr. Spiegal to the supporting

covering, I can only say that, with the large airplanes

we _re now'building, ioe., up to several thousand horse-

po_er, we have experienced 'no difficulty from the thin-
ness of the sheet metal.

Time is too short for me to discuss in detail the

contributions of the different sDeakers. I particularly
welcome the demand of Director Huttner for the extensive

subdivision of airplanes into independent structural

groups, which I also consider of especial importance for

the further development of airplane construction_

i thank l:ir. iTeubert for his supplementary remarks on

the strength and elasticity of steel and duralumin. If

the attempts to make rivets of the strength of the alloyed
steel were successful, steel construction would become more

frequent than hitherto, especially on large airplanes.

Steel itself _orrodes lessthan duralumin but, since

it is almost always used with duralumin parts, it causes,

especially with strong nickel or chromium content, very

great corrosion of the duralumin at their points of con-

tact. I can only agree with Hr. _eubertVs general con-
clusion that the construction material must be chosen for

each individual case. ,We differ only in one point, in
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that I ar_ of the opinion that duralumin is better in a
series of cases where l_r. i_eubert thinks stesl should be
preferred.

It would t_]_e too much time to discuss all these de-
tails, which, after _ll, can be satisfactorily settled
only by the experience of the next few years.

T_?anslstion by Dwight L_. iliner,
i_ational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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